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lithium ferrite), the above mechanism can account
qualitatively for the entire AH vs v curve. Moreover,
the T' dependence in this case can be the same as in
PIG since in both cases it depends essentially on the
intrinsic interactions of the spin waves. Whether this
is a more nearly correct picture of the relaxation proc-
ess than the first mechanism" or, indeed, whether the
degeneracy has anything at all to do with relaxation of

the uniform mode in disordered ferrites might be an-
swered by making measurements of hH on carefully
polished samples of different shapes.
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Measurements have been made of microwave absorption in very pure, single-crystal bismuth as a function
of static magnetic Geld, B at 1.2'K and 70 kMc/sec. The 6eld B was in the plane of the sample along a crys-
tallographic axis; the microwave electric 6eld K was either perpendicular or parallel to B.Except at very low
magnetic 6elds (&100 0), nearly classical skin eGect conditions prevail. Onsets of absorption are observed
that result from singularities in the effective dielectric coeKcient of the bismuth plasma. With K perpendicu-
lar to B most of the onsets do not correspond to any previously measured type of single-carrier cyclotron
resonance in bismuth, but are hybrid resonances which require the presence of at least two distinct carriers.
Such hybrid resonances are associated with longitudinal plasma modes. With E parallel to B, individual
carrier cyclotron resonance is observed for those carriers whose cyclotron-orbit planes are tilted with respect
to the magnetic 6eld. Such tilts exist when B is not parallel to one of the major axes of the electron energy
ellipsoids. A close fit to the experimental data is obtained by a theoretical calculation based on electron and
hole masses measured in other experiments.

I. INTRODUCTION

1

~7CLOTRON resonance experiments on metals
have proven a powerful tool for determining the

effective masses of carriers and their Inass anisotropy.
So far, two geometries have been utilized in such experi-
ments: The Gait geometry' and the Azbel'-Kaner
geometry. ' In the Gait geometry the static magnetic
6eld is applied perpendicular to the surface of the
sample, and absorption (or reflection) of circularly
polarized radiation that is incident normally on the
sample (i.e., along the magnetic field) is measured.

By this method it is possible to determine both the
effective mass of the carrier and the sign of its charge.
This method was used extensively for bismuth under
classical skin conditions. ' '

In the Azbel'-Kaner geometry the static magnetic
6eld is applied+in the plane of the sample and the

' J. K. Gait, W. A. Yager, F. R. Merritt, S. B. Cetlin, and
A. D. Brailsford, Phys. Rev. 114, 1396 (1959).' M. Ya. Azbel' and E. A. Kaner, Soviet Phys. —JETP 3, 772
{1956);as an experimental example, see A. F. Kip, D. N. Langen-
berg, and T. W. Moore, Phys. Rev. 124, 359 (1961);J.E. Aubrey
snd R. G. Chambers, J. Phys. Chem. So1ids 3, 128 (1957).' Preliminary experiments already reported LJ. K. Gait, F. R.
Merritt, and P. H. Schmidt, Phys. Rev. Letters 6, 458 {1961);
J. K. Gait, F. R. Merritt, W. A. Yager, and H. W. Dail, Jr., ibid.
2, 292 (1959)j and additional experiments under way PJ. K. Gait
(private communication)g indicate that the method is also appli-
cable to metals in which anomalous skjn effect condjtjons |;xist.

surface impedance is measured for normally incident
radiation that is linearly polarized either parallel or
perpendicular to the static magnetic field. )beany experi-
ments have been carried out under anomalous skin
conditions; the surface resistance then exhibits oscilla-
tions with maxima at harm. onics of the carrier frequency
and yields the mass of the carriers but not the sign of
the charge.

In this paper we report experiments on bismuth in
an Azbel'-Kaner type geometry but under nearly
classical skin effect conditions. In the experiment the
plasma frequency of the carriers is much larger than
the radiation frequency and the microwave electric
field K was either perpendicular or parallel to the static
magnetic 6eld B. As is shown in detail in Sec. II, when
E is perpendicular to 8 and the mass of the carriers is
isotropic, cyclotron resonance of individual carriers is
shielded out by the large longitudinal depolarizing
fields, 4 which strongly couple the longitudinal and
transverse degrees of freedom of the plasma and shift
the nautral frequencies of the plasma away from the
cyclotron frequencies. When two or more carriers of
distinct charge-to-mass ratios are present in a high-
density plasma, all but one of the shifted frequencies
become hybrid frequencies which involve the masses
of all carriers. The remaining resonant frequency is near

4 P. W. Anderson, Phys. Rev. $00, 749 (1955).
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the plasma frequency. Such hybrid resonances have
been observed in gaseous' and in semiconductor'
plasmas. When the carriers possess anisotropic masses
there may also exist singularities at the cyclotron
frequencies of such carriers.

When E is parallel to B, individual carrier cyclotron
resonance is observed for carriers whose orbits are
tilted with respect to the magnetic 6eld.

In Sec. II we review the theory of hybrid resonances
for the simple case of a plasma with isotropic carriers
and in6nite relaxation times. Resonance in a plasma
with anisotropic carriers is discussed in Sec. III. In
Sec. IV we describe the experimental method. In Sec. V
we present the experimental results and compare them
with calculations based on the known band structure of
bismuth. Finally, a summary and conclusions are pre-
sented in Sec. UI.

e= sic +rr/j oleo, (2)

where ei is the lattice dielectric constant, I is unit tensor,
and ~0 is the permittivity of free space. Mks units will
be used throughout.

' S. J. Buchsbaum, Phys. Rev. Letters 5, 495 (1960).
6 R. E. Michel and B. Rosenblum, Phys. Rev. Letters 7, 234

(1961).
r K. Korper, Z. Naturforsch, a12, 815 (195'I); P. L. Auer, H.

Hurwitz, Jr., and R. D. Miller, Phys. Fluids 1, 501 (1958); S. J.
Buchsbaum, tNd 3, 418 (1960).

B.Lax and I. G. Mavroides, in Solid State I'hysics, edited by
F. Seitz and D. Turnbull (Acadelnic Press Inc. , New York, 1960),
Vol. XI, p. 261.

II. HYBRID RESONANCE IN A PLASMA WITH
ISOTROPIC CARRIERS

When a plasma possesses more than two distinct
type carriers with anisotropic masses the general ex-
pression for the absorption of microwave radiation by
the plasma in the Azbel'-Kaner geometry is suKciently
involved that it is constructive to consider 6rst the
academic case of a uniform plasma with only two
carriers with isotropic masses and infinite relaxation
times. Such isotropic models have been discussed for
gaseous plasmas~ and for metals. We take the carriers
to be electrons of density e, mass m, and holes of
density n, mass mI, . Under classical skin-eff ect conditions
it is adequate to neglect the effect of carrier random
velocity in the Fermi sea and to describe the motion
by the Lorentz force equation

m, ,s(Bv, ,s/r)t)=&et'E+v, ,iXBj, (1)

where E is the total, self-consistent microwave electric
field in the plasma (E Ei exp jo~t), and B is the applied
static magnetic 6eld. Equation(1) gives the ordered
velocity, v, , &, of electrons and holes from which the
conduction current, J=.ee(vs —v,)=o" E, and thus the
plasma conductivity o can be obtained. Because of the
presence of the static magnetic 6eld B, e is generally
a tensor. It is convenient to define an effective dielectric
tensor of the plasma by

For the simple case considered and when B is uniform
and is oriented along the z axis of a Cartesian coordinate
system, e has the form
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where &u„=eB/m, and o~,s——eB/ms are the electron and
hole cyclotron frequencies, or~, = (Ne'/m, es)'Is and
o~i,s= (ee'/m@ep)'" are the electron and hole plasma fre-
quencies, and oi~= t'Ne'(m, +ms)/(m, mses)5't' is the
total plasma frequency.

The use of Maxwell's equations then leads to the
wave equation

p'X~ XE—(o~s/c')e E=O, (5)

The dispersion equation is biquadratic in k', indicating
that, in general, two waves of different propagation
vectors k can exist in the plasma. We shall denote the
two roots ko and k„where

ks = (QP/c') e„,

k.s = (oi/c)'(eis+ exs)/e, .

An examination of the cofactors of Eq. (5) reveals
that the root ko corresponds to the ordinary wave,
that is, the wave polarized along the static mag-
netic field, E= (O,O,E,). In our experiment oP((oi„',
kss=(re'/c')(1 —&a„'/o~s) is a large negative quantity;
thus, the wave is cut off, and nearly total reQection is
expected for all values of the magnetic field when such
a wave incident on a semi-infinite sample from the left.

from which the self-consistent field E must be obtained.
For a plane wave of the form E E exp j(orat —k r)

Eq. (5) constitutes three simultaneous homogeneous
equations for the three Cartesian components of E. For
a nontrivial solution, the determinant of the coe%cients
must vanish, and this constitutes the dispersion relation.
Our experimental conditions are such that within the
plasma a plane wave of the form E=E exp j(&A—kx)
propagates in the positive x direction at right angles to
the static magnetic 6eld which is oriented in the
positive z direction. For this form of the 6eld, the dis-
persion relation is

jk' —(oP/c') e„jLk'ei —(e,'+ e&P)o~'/c') =0 (6)
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This conclusion no longer holds when the carriers
possess anisotropic masses such that the plane of the
carrier orbit is not at right angles to the magnetic Geld.
Then absorption at cyclotron resonance of individual
carriers takes place, as is shown in detail in Sec. V. We
call such resonance "tilted-orbit" cyclotron resonance.
Such resonance was discussed for semiconductors by
Shockley and by I,ax et al.'

The more interesting wave is the extraordinary wave.
It corresponds to the root. k,. For this wave, the 8 Geld

is of the form E= (E„E„,O), where

Es/ZV = 6y/Ei.

As e&& is imaginary, this wave is elliptically polarized in
the plane transverse to B.Note, that E, is finite so that
the wave is partially longitudinal and partially trans-
verse. It is the presence of the longitudinal electric field
with its associated space charge that shields out cyclo-
tron resonance when cop ))co This follows from Eq.
(9) and (4) which give

~g +~longitudinal &y, ~ce &ch ye &ch +ce &yh

Ey Etrsnsverse S), ~$(c)) rdce ) (~ t)ick ) &l ~r)e (~ ~cI) ) )e~))I) (~ rCce )3
= —j when

=+j when

(10)

Thus, at co=~„(electron cyclotron resonance) the
electric Geld is circularly polarized, but it rotates in the
sense opposite to that of the electrons in the plasma.
The same is true at cu=ts, i, (hole cyclotron resonance);
that is, the field is circularly polarized but rotates in the
sense opposite to that of the holes. As a result, no
resonant absorption exists at either cyclotron frequency.
Nevertheless, there exists a resonance, condition and it
obtains from Eq. (8):

y2 2 p &ce+ch
k '=—~)— , (11)

QP GOce M COch M M Mce&ch

where ~„'=co„'e~.The propagation constant k, becomes
infinite (or, in presence of collisional damping, large) at
a frequency given by

D(ts) = (ts' —(u, ,2) (oP—ts,i,') —a,'((u' —ts„(u,i,)=0. (12)

Under the conditions of our experiment (a&~')&aP), the
roots of Eq. (12) are very nearly

(13a)

(13b)

The root co=cop corresponds to the oscillation of elec-
trons and holes out of phase with each other; it is not
accessible in our experiment. The root co= (co,.ts,))'" is
accessible. It is the so-called electron-hole hybrid fre-
quency which has been studied extensively in gaseous
plasmas. ' ' At this frequency E,/E„—+ as, so the field
is very nearly linearly polarized in the longitudinal
direction. It represents a transition condition from left-
to right-rotating elliptic polarization as the frequency
is varied from the electron cyclotron frequency to the
hole cyclotron frequency. At the electron-hole hybrid
frequency the electrons and holes oscillate jointly in
the longitudinal direction with only a small slippage

' W. Shockley, Phys. Rev. 99, 491 I'1953};B.Lax, H. J.Zeiger,
and R. N. Dexter, Physics 20, 818 (1954).

between them, ' there results a much smaller space
charge Geld than at the plasma frequency.

A degenerate situation exists when the electron and
hole masses are identical. Equation (11) becomes

OP

k,'=—e)—
C GO CVc—

(14)

where co,=~„=co,h. There is a resonance at co= ou„but
it is not a hybrid resonance because when m, =mh,
the electron and hole velocities along k are identical.
Consequently, although there is mass motion in the
longitudinal direction, there is no current; ex———0, and
thus no space-charge field exists.

The experimental procedure consists of varying the
surface reQection coeKcient, E, with the magnetic field
8; the measured quantity is the absorption coeKcient 2
which is (1—E) for a suf5ciently thick medium. For
normal incidence on a semi-inGnite plasma,

where p, the complex index of refraction, is given by
ti2=c2k'/tc' For ~„.2&&oP, ~ii~))1 and to good approxi-
mation

Since in this limit
A =4/Rerl. (16)

P= 4 )) /( tS~ce4&cs)) (17)

"S.J. Buchsbaum and J.K. Gait, Phys. Fluids 4, 1514 (1961).

hybrid resonance manifests itself as an onset of absorp-
tion, as is shown schematically in Fig. 1. Note that at
large magnetic fields, co„~,h)oP, absorption is directly
proportional to the magnetic Geld. In this region the
wave in the plasma is the extraordinary Anven wave. "

When the plasma possesses p distinct carriers of
different charge-to-mass ratios, (p —1) distinct hybrid
frequencies exist. For example, for two kinds of elec-
trons of isotropic masses m& and m2 and cyclotron fre-
quencies rect ——eB/mt and ts, e=eB/m2, and one type of
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hole of isotropic mass mz and cyclotron frequency
ce,&= eB/mls, the denominator in Eq. (11) has the form'

D(~)= (~'—~ ') (~'—~ s') (~'—»')
2(ress (gsrs) (css &osss) (ig)

where the two hybrid frequencies co» and ~» involve
the cyclotron frequencies and the relative concentra-
tions of the three carriers but not their absolute densi-
ties. One of the hybrids, say, or» results from the oscilla-
tion of the two electronic charge clouds out of phase
with one another, the holes playing a relatively minor
role,' this hybrid will. be called the electron-electron
hybrid. The other hybrid results from a joint oscilla-
tion of holes and electrons with a small slippage between
the positive and negative carriers, and will be called
the electron-hole hybrid.

When the plasma consists of two types of electrons
and one type of hole, the behavior of p' and of the
absorption coeKcient, A, with 8 is depicted schemati-
cally in Fig. 2. The two hybrid resonances (the infinities
in ri') manifest themselves as onsets of absorption,
while the zero of g', the so-call. ed dielectric anomally, "
manifests itself as a virtually discontinuous decrease in
absorption. At very large magnetic Geld, absorption is
again proportional to 8 and can be described in terms
of the properties of an Alfven wave.

III. RESONANCE IN A PLASMA WITH
ANISOTROPIC CARRIERS

As was shown in Eq. (10) and in the discussion that
followed it, in a high-density plasma, composed of
isotropic carriers, cyclotron resonance of individual

40=+cdc G)&h

A

FlNITE N7

p

FIG. 1. Schematic plot of the squared index of refraction and of
the absorption coefficient as a function of magnetic 6eld in the
presence of an electron-hole hybrid resonance co= (cu„ca,s)'~s.

"W. S. Boyle, A. D. Brailsford, and J. K. Gait, Phys. Rev.
109, 1396 (1958).

FIG. 2. Schematic plot of the squared index of refraction and of
the absorption coefFicient as a function of magnetic 6eld in the
presence of two hybrid resonances, co=co&» and co=cvI,2.

carriers is shielded out by the space charge Belds which
cause the total electromagnetic field in the plasma to
be of the wrong polarization to excite cyclotron reso-
nance in the extraordinary wave. Can the plasma,
achieve such shielding for anisotropic carriers' If all
carriers of a given cyclotron mass m* are given by a
single mass tensor, the answer is yes. At co=eB/mr*
sufficient space charge Geld is induced so that there
exists within the plasma an electromagnetic Beld which
is precisely orthogonal to that required to excite cyclo-
tron resonance. This is shown in detail in Appendix A.
However, when the anisotropic carriers of a given
cyclotron mass m* are distributed among two (or more)
nonequivalent mass tensors (as for example, when the
cyclotron orbits are two sets of ellipses with their major
axes not parallel) the polarization of the "normal-mode"
Geld for excitation of cyclotron resonance is diferent
for each of the mass tensors. Thus, the plasma cannot
produce adequate space charge field that is orthogonal
to both such "normal modes. " As a consequence, in
addition to any hybrid resonance that may exist
because of the presence of carriers of other cyclotron
masses, the extraordinary wave also will exhibit cyclo-
tron resonance of the carrier in question as shown in
Appendix A.

As will be shown in detail in Sec. V a clear-cut example
in bismuth of inadequate shieMing at electron cyclotron
resonance occurs when the static magnetic Geld 8 is
along the threefold axis of symmetry of the crystal. An
example of complete shielding at the electron cyclotron
resonance in the presence of two equivalent mass
ellipsoids occurs for 8 along the twofold axis of
symmetry.



FIG. 3. Schematic drawing
of the apparatus.
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

To obtain the large values of co7- needed for sharp
resonances, the experiment was carried out on high-
purity bismuth at 70 kMc/sec and 1.2'K. Single
crystals were grown by the pulling technique from
zone-refined bismuth available commercially and stated
to be pure to 1 part in 10'. After orientation by I.aue
x-ray photographs, slabs approximately 8 in. thick were
cut by an acid-string saw and the surfaces acid lapped
Rat using concentrated nitric acid on twill jean cloth.
All samples were cut with one of its principal axes
perpendicular to the surface of the slab. Squares, 0.32 in.
by 0.32 in. , were cut from the slabs with their sides
oriented along principal axes of the crystal, and one
surface of the square was electropolished. "The resulting
surface was Hat on a macroscopic scale to better than
0.001. in. The orientation of principal axes with respect
to the sides of the sample was accurate to within 2'.

The method of measuring microwave absorption is
similar to the calorimetric technique used by Fawcett"
and is shown in Fig. 3. The sample D is placed at the
end of a nonresonant rectangular Inicrowave line A
leading into a vacuum space G. The sample is thermally
insulated from the line by 0.001-in. mica spacers C; a
choke Range 8 is used to prevent microwave leakage
through this space. The sample was lightly spring
loaded against the flange and connected to the helium
bath by a heat leak Ii. The sample temperature is
measured by a carbon thermometer K When the micro-
wave power is turned on, there is a temperature rise in
the sample which is directly proportional to the power
absorption. The microwaves are modulated at 13 cps,
and a 13-cps signal is detected across the dc-biased
carbon thermometer. The thermal time constant of the
sample and the heat leak is about 1 sec. The ac method
minimizes errors due to drift and allows continuous
detection as the magnetic field is swept. The noise-to-

"G.E. Smith, Phys. Rev. 115, 1561 (1959)."E.Fawcett, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) A232, 519 (1955).

signal ratio was about 1%, and within a single run the
results were reproducible to within 3%.

The quantity measured experimentally was the ratio
A(B)/A(0), where A(B) is the absorption coeKcient
at a magnetic Geld value B.To obtain absolute magni-
tudes, measurements" of A(0) at 24 kMc/sec were
scaled up by &u'~' to give values of A (0) at 70 kMc/sec.
Scaling by oP~' assumes that anomalous skin effect
conditions prevail at zero field. This assumption will be
discussed in greater detail in the conclusions.

Bismuth has a crystal structure which can be de-
scribed by a rhombohedral unit cell containing two
atoms. ' A Cartesian coordinate system is chosen in
which axis 1 lies along the binary axis; axis 2 along the
bisectrix axis; and axis 3 along the trigonal axis; that is,
there is 180 rotational symmetry about axis 1, 120'
rotational symmetry about axis 3, and axes 2 and 3 lie
in a reQection plane. Since bismuth is highly aniso-
tropic, care had to be taken to minimize misorientation
errors. One side of the sample was oriented perpen-
dicular to the microwave E 6eld by a line-up block (not
shown in Fig. 3) which was accurately parallel to the
broad side of the rectangular waveguide. The resulting
accuracy in aligning a side of the sample along the
microwave field is estimated to be within 2'. The mag-
netic field could be rotated in the plane of the sample,
allowing orientation of the magnetic field along a
principal axis when there are reQection symmetries as
a function of magnetic field angle. This could be done
for rotations in the plane formed by the trigonal and
binary axes, where there is reflection symmetry about
the trigonal axis and in the binary-bisectrix plane, where
there is a reflection symmetry about the bisectrix axis.
Such alignment could be done to within 1'. The
bisectrix-trigonal plane, however, has no reflection sym-
metry, and the error in mechanical alignment of the
waveguide with respect to the field was estimated to
be within 3'. Orientation of the plane of rotation of the
magnetic Geld to the plane of the sample was accurate
to within 2'. To check reproducibility, two samples
were made of each of the three principal orientations.
The positions of the observed maxima and minima in
absorption in the two samples generally agreed, but the
amplitudes significantly varied.

V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The calculations are based on the model of the band
structure which has been used previously to interpret
de Haas —van Alphen, transport, and cyclotron reso-
nance experiments on bismuth. "The electron band is
made up of three ellipsoids slightly tilted out of the
plane perpendicular to the threefold axis; for a typical
ellipsoid the electron energy, referred to an origin at
its center, is given by

E= (k'/2mo) (rrrkrs+rrskss+2n4ksks+nskss), (19)
"W. S. Hoyle and G. E. Smith, in Progress in Semiconductors

(Heywood 8r Company, Ltd. London, to be published), Vol. 7.
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where k», k2, and k3 are the wave vector components
parallel to the binary, bisectrix and trigonal axes: ma is
the free electron mass and the o.'s are components of
the reciproca1 mass tensor. For such an ellipsoid, called
ellipsoid c, the effective mass tensor has the form

m» 0 0
m =mo 0 m2 m4

0 m4 me

(20)

g.dJ/Ch+m. J/r =aaeaE+ eJ&&B, (22)

where m is the effective-mass tensor, v is the relaxation
time for the carrier, E and B are the microwave electric
and static magnetic 6elds, respectively, and n is the
carrier density.

The total conductivity tensor e is the sum of the
electron and hole tensors. The components of the
effective dielectric tensor e are then given by Eq. (2).
Using the dielectric tensor, we have made a calculation
based on Eq (5), of. the power absorption versus 8 with
the aid of an IBM 7090 computer. The components of
the conductivity and dielectric tensors as well as the ap-
propriate equations for power absorption will be given
below for each orientation of B relative to the three prin-
cipal crystal axes. The following parameters gave the
best ht with experimental curves: m»= 0.0062, m2= 1.30,
ma=0. 017, nz4= —0.085; M~=0.057, Ma=0.77, the elec-
tron and hole densities, aa=2.3&&10'~/cm', and e~

——100.
The merits of the choice of parameters will be discussed
further in the conclusions.

Curves of power absorption coeKcients A versus
static field 8 are presented in Figs. 4 through 13 for six
orientations with E perpendicular to B and six with E
parallel to B:5feasurements were taken to 17 kG in all
cases. The main features of the curves are explained in
terms of the hybrid resonances and "tilted-orbit" cyclo-
tron resonances previously outlined. It will be noted
that additional singularities are evident in the absorp-
tion which have been tentatively identiled as spin
resonance and combination resonance"; such singu-

"B.Lax, K.J.Button, H. J.Zeiger, and Laura M. Roth, Phys.
Rev. 102, 715 (1956).

'fl G. E. Smith, J. K. Gait, and F. R. Merritt, Phys. Rev.
Letters 4, 276 (1960).

where m», m2, m3, and m4 are effective masses in units
of mo. The remaining ellipsoids, ellipsoids b and c, are
obtained by rotations of the ellipsoid a through ~120'
about the trigonal axis.

The hole band is made up of an ellipsoid of revolution
about the trigonal axis. For the holes,

8 Ea (A'—/2mo——) (7a P/Mi+7aa'/M a+Iaa'/Ma), (21)

where Eb is the band overlap energy and 3f» and M3
are the effective masses in units of mo.

The conductivity tensor for this model has been
calculated" assuming separate, isotropic relaxation
times for electrons and holes. The current J for each
type carrier is calculated using

larities will not be discussed in detail in this paper.
Although these resonances are generally smaller in
amplitude than the hybrid resonances, their presence

significantly alters the apparent line shape near the
onsets of absorption at hybrid resonances. At 6elds
below a few hundred gauss, the cyclotron radius in
comparable to or larger than the skin depth and a
small amplitude Azbel'-Kaner effect is observed for
most orientations. The scale of the experimental plots
used here to display hybrid resonances is too small to
show these clearly.

The theoretical curves shown in the figures were
calculated with ore, =6 and ~v-h, =15, which gave a
compromise fit for all curves. It is a common feature of
almost all the curves that the choice of longer relaxation
times would improve the shape of the absorption curves
in some regions but would result in calculated heights
of some absorption peaks being much higher than ob-
served values. As will be discussed further in the con-
clusions, the agreement between theory and experiment
is best when the absorption is large; under such circum-
stances the skin depth is long, so that one would expect
the skin-effect conditions to become classical, as as-
sumed in the theory.

A. B Parallel to Trigonal Axis

For this orientation all electron ellipsoids yield the
same cyclotron mass, but the major axes of their
cyclotron orbits are inclined at 120' to each other.
Labeling the binary, bisectrix, and trigonal axes as
axis 1, axis 2, and axis 3, respectively, the conductivity
tensor for electrons has the following components":

o &&/o p= oaa/a'p= (1/26)((nay+ ma)ma —nba ), (23a)

ou/o o= oas/o o=—bma/&,

o»/o. e
——(1/6) (nz~ma+ ba),

a =m, (mama m4')+m—ab',

oa Nea/)me (jco——+1/r) 7,

b = ea/)me(j ~+1/~) 7,

(23b)

(23c)

(24a)

(24b)

(24c)

where e is the electron density, mo the free electron mass,
1/r the collision frequency, and ~ is the angular fre-

quency of the microwave field.
The corresponding conductivity tensor components

for the holes can be obtained from Eq. (23) and (24)
using hole masses and changing the sign of b.

For a plane polarized wave incident normally to the
sample, solution of Eq. (5) using Eqs. (2), (23), and

(24) shows that the normal modes for B parallel to
axis 3 have E in the incident wave polarized either
parallel or perpendicular to B. Writing the complex
index of refraction as p, the power absorbed is given by

a=4 Re&/(1+&(a.
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each Ggure to exhibit the sensitivity to slight sample orientation errors.

(a.) For E perpendicular to 8, g is independent of the
polarization of E in the (1,2) plane since o ~~ ——o.22.

'g 611 E12621/E22. (26)

The ratio of longitudinal to transverse 6elds is given by

Ez/Ep 612/611 621/622 (27)

Since the electron ellipsoids yield the same cyclotron
mass but nonequivalent orbits, there exists an electron
cyclotron resonance in addition to the hybrid resonance.
There exists no resonance at the hole cyclotron fre-
quency. The plot of p' vs 8 and the corresponding power
absorption for co7 = ~ are topologically similar to those
of Fig. 2.

The experimental and calculated curves are shown in
Fig. 4. The hybrid resonance occurs at about j..45 kG
and the electron cyclotron resonance at about 1.9 kG.
The dielectric anomaly between them is obscured by
the 6nite cur. As can be noted from Fig. 4, the cyclotron
resonance at 1.9 kG- is very sensitive to orientation.
When the static magnetic 6eM is turned slightly from
the trigonal direction, the cyclotron masses for the three
electron ellipsoids become distinct, the plasma shielding
becomes completely e6ective, and the cyclotron reso-
nance disappears. Figure 4 is a good example of the

calculated low-6eld absorption being lower than the
observed absorption because of the anomalous skin
effect. Agreement becomes better as the absorption and
magnetic 6eld increase making the medium more
classical. As with all orientations, measurements were
taken to 17 kG but only the low-6eld portions contain-
ing signi6cant structure are presented. In the hybrid
resonance geometry, the absorption in the high-6eld
region increases linearly with 8 and extrapolates
through the origin, as predicted theoretically.

(b.) For E parallel to 8, the power absorption is again
given by Eq. (25), where g is given by

2=

For this mode there is current only parallel to S.Thus,
there are no longitudinal fields and no hybrid reso-
nances. However, there is a resonance at the electron
cyclotron frequency which may be simply interpreted.

If 8 is parallel to a major axis of the energy ellipsoid
for a given type of carrier, the contribution of that type
of carrier to ~33 is independent of 8 for K parallel to S.
However, if 8 is not parallel to a major axis, the orbits
for that type of carrier are "tilted" with respect to 8;
thus, there is a component of E in the plane of the orbit
of the electrons, which results in cyclotron resonance
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for that type of carrier. ' We shall call such resonance
"tilted-orbit" cyclotron resonance.

Such is the case for the electrons with B parallel to
axis 3 because the electron ellipsoids are "tilted" out
of the trigonal plane (m4/0); for pir= ~,

633——1—
&p

M~ mimp Mp/M 1+, (29)
pp mi(mpms m4 ) mppJP/co Mp-

where co~ and ~, are the plasma and cyclotron fre-
quencies for a free electron mass. Equation (29) and
the corresponding power absorption are plotted in Fig. 5.
The resonance occurs at the electron cyclotron fre-
quency, that is, for

X 10
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Z
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G
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lX 40

eB/mp ~, ——~Im——i(m2m, m4'—)/mp]'~' (30)

Since the hole ellipsoids are not tilted out of the (1,2)
plane, there is no resonance at the hole cyclotron fre-
quency for E parallel to B.

From Fig. 5 one should note that the resonance is
followed closely by a dielectric anomaly as 8 is in-
creased, so that power absorption becomes small for
higher fields. This is in contrast to the situation in which
E is perpendicular to B where the power absorption
increases on the high-field side of a resonance. (See
Part II.) The shape of the power absorption curve when
E is parallel to B is very sensitive to the size of m4
relative to the other mass components.

The experimental and calculated curves for E parallel
to B are presented in Fig. 6. Since only e» is involved,
the calculated curve is the same whether axis 1 or axis 2
is perpendicular to the surface of the sample. The onset
of the cyclotron resonance absorption is obscured by

0
0

I I

0.5 1.0
I I I I

1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0
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FIG. 6. Theoretical and experimental plots of power absorption
coeKcient as a function of magnetic field; 8 is along the trigonal
axis and E and H refer to the polarization of the incident micro-
wave field. The dotted curve was calculated using the electron
masses quoted in reference 19 and the hole masses in reference 1.

other resonances, but the main peak occurs at 2.15 kG
for both experimental orientations, and the calculated
peak is at 2.25 kG. The height of the calculated absorp-
tion peak is significantly lower than the observed peak,
and a factor of two increase in relaxation times is needed
to make the amplitudes agree. However, the spin
resonance lines for this orientation occur at 1.7 kG for
the holes and 2.0 kG for the electrons and add to the
apparent height of the cyclotron resonance absorption.

B. B Paralle1 to Binary Axis

For this orientation electron ellipsoids b and c yield
the same cyclotron mass but have equivalent orbits; el-
lipsoid a has a distinct cyclotron mass. The conductivity
tensor for electrons has the following components":

&11 1 2 3521 F2 @$3 m4
+

0-p 3ns1 3h,
+$2 (31a)

29 1 3 1 2 3 4

+
Op 3A, 3A, 4

(31b)

l.'10. 5. Schematic plot of the squared index of refraction and of
the absorption coefhcient as a function of magnetic Geld in the
presence of a "tilted-orbit" cyclotron resonance. It can be easily
shown that the point p~ =0 ahvays occurs at a field that is larger
then the cyclotron Geld.

0 33 5$]552

Op 3A

28$]mg~

36,

mi(b —m4) 2 ) (m, +3m~) m, m4-+ -i- &+
op 3h, 36,I 4 2

(31c)

(31d)
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FiG. 7. Theoretical and experimental plots of power absorption
coeKcient as a function of magnetic Geld; 8 is along the binary
axis and 8 and H refer to the polarization of the incident micro-
wave Geld. The dotted curve was calculated using the electron
masses quoted in reference 19 and the hole masses in reference 1.

Since the plasma consists of two distinct types of
electrons and one type of hole, there are two hybrid
resonances with no resonance at the three cyclotron
frequencies. One is an electron-electron hybrid, and the
other is an electron-hole hybrid. A schematic plot of q'
and the corresponding power absorption for coo-= ~ is
shown in Fig. 2. Note the dielectric anomaly which
occurs between the two hybrid resonances. For err= ~,
the power absorption is zero as 8 is increased until the
first hybrid is reached; then absorption increases with
8 until cutoff at the dielectric anomaly. There is no
further power absorption until the second hybrid fre-
quency is reached, whereupon power absorption in-
creases with further increase of 6eM.

The results for the case of E aiong axis 2 are shown
in Fig. 7. The calculated position of the peak formed
by the hybrid resonance at 0.5 kG and the ensuing
dielectric anomaly agrees well with the observed peak,
but the calculated amplitude is a factor of two larger.
Using a lower relaxation time to fit the height of the
peak makes the calculated shape much broader than
that observed experimentally, ' however, the structure
due to other resonances obscures the line shape at the
base of the peak. Such a result is consistent with the
assumption that the medium at low fields and low
values of the absorption coefficient is not completely
classical and that a nonlocal theory is necessary to

fs X103

A~= Bly(tS25$3 —f84 +IV))

5 =arsy(m2853 —784 )+~5 (my+3m2),

(32R)

(32b)

cALc

where 0-0 and b are the same as for the trigonal case

t Eqs. (24b) and (24c)7. Again, the hole conductivity
tensor is obtained by using hole masses and changing
the sign of b.

As with the trigonal case, solution of Eq. (5) for a
plane wave incident shows that the normal modes for 8
parallel to axis 1 require that the electric 6eld E of the
incident wave be polarized either parallel or perpen-
dicular to B. Again, the absorption coeKcient A is
given by Eq. (25).

(a.) For E perpendicular to 8 and along axis 2, q is
given by
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'g 622 623632/Eg3. (33)

For E perpendicular to 8 and along axis 3,

I
g = E33—Eg3&g2/ &33. (34)

The ratios of longitudinal to transverse fields are given,
respectively, by

0
0 3
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L,/E, „=—&82/ea;,

E„/E„=—&23/&22.

(35) EIO. 8. Theoretical and experimental plots of power absorption
coefEcient as a function of magnetic Geld; 8 is along the binary
axis and E and H refer to the polarization of the incident micro-
wave field.
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6.0

obtain an exact 6t to the data. The second onset at
5.0 kG results from the electron-hole hybrid resonance;
its position is very sensitive to the value of the hole
effective mass.

The increase in absorption af ter 5.0 kG fits the calcu-
ated curve well up to about 12 kG. At larger fields (not

shown in Fig. 7) the experimentally observed absorption
curve bends over. We surmise that this is due to a
quantum effect associated with the increase of the
number of carriers which occurs when the last electron
Landau level passes through the Fermi level. " For B
parallel to axis 1 such crossing occurs at about 12 kG.
However, for B parallel to axis 3 such crossing should
occur for fields much greater than 17 kG because of the
larger effective mass. This is consistent with the results

iscussed in Sec. V.A. (a), where we pointed out that
the observed absorption for B parallel to axis 3 re-
mained linear with 8 up to 17 kG.

The data shown in Fig. 8 with E parallel to axis 3 is
similar to the case with E parallel to axis 2 about with
the second hybrid occurring at 3.0 kG. The position of
the observed peak at 900 G agrees well with the calcu-
lated peak at 950 G. Note that the sharpness of the
onset of absorption at 3.0 kG indicates that a higher
o:v should have been used, whereas the height of the
peak at 900 G calls for a lower cur.

(b) For E parallel to B, q is given by

'g = ~j.i. (37)

In a manner similar to the trigonal case with E parallel
to, there is only current parallel to B; consequently
for this orientation there are no hybrid resonances. How-
ever, there is a resonance at the cyclotron resonance for
one type of electron corresponding to tilted ellipsoids
b and c; it occurs for

eB/mo ——&o,=2coLmi(m2m, —m4')/(mi+3m2) J~'. (38)

Even for nz4 ——0, ellipsoids b and c are tilted with
respect to B to give tilted orbits such that there exists
a component of E that can cause cyclotron resonance.
The curves of g' and power absorption versus 8 for
co7 = ~ are topologically similar to those in Fig. 5.

There are two experimental, and one theoretical,
curves presented in Fig. 9; the calculated curve is the
same whether axis 3 or axis 2 is perpendicular to the
surface of the sample. The peaks associated with cyclo-
tron resonance are observed at 260 G and 285 G for the
two orientations, and the calculated peak is at 280 G.
The large peak at 3.25 kG is attributed to a spin
resonance of the heavy electron, and the smaller one
at 5.25 kG is attributed to a hole spin resonance.
Resonances evident at one half of these field values
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FIG. 10. Theoretical and experiment plots of power absorption
as a function of magnetic Geld; 8 is along the bisectrix axis and E
and B refer to the polarization of the incident microwave Geld.

are tentatively ascribed to combination resonances con-
sisting of a spin plus cyclotron resonance transitional.

I,ow-6eld Azbel'-Kaner oscillations are also observed.

C. B Parallel to Bisectrix Axis

For this orientation electron ellipsoids b and c yield
the same electron mass; however, their cyclotron orbits
are not equivalent as a result of the tilt of the ellipsoids
out of the trigonal plane (m4/0). Ellipsoid a yields a
distinct cyclotron mass. The conductivity tensor for
electrons has the following components'7:

where 0-p and b are the same as for the trigonal case
LEqs. (24b) and (24c)].As before, the hole conductivity
tensor is obtained by using hole masses and changing
the sign of b.

Since the conductivity tensor (and, hence, the effec-
tive dielectric tensor) has all nine components different
from zero, no choice of polarization of K of the incident
wave couples to only one normal mode in the plasma
for all values of B. Under such circumstances mode
mixing by the sample causes both polarizations of E to
appear in the rejected wave even though the incident
wave contains only one polarization of E. In the calcu-
lation we assume that both polarizations can propagate
freely away from the sample; in fact, one component
cannot propagate in the rectangular waveguide and is,
electively, rejected back to the sample. However,
such a component is small because of the large eAective
dielectric tensor components of the metal, which are
approximately 10'6p to 10'6p. Thus, the correction to
the absorption coefficient from the cut-o6 component
is small. Such an assumption is a fortiori justified from
the over-all good ht between calculated and measured
absorption curves.

Also, the solution of Eq. (5) for g, and hence, for the
power absorption results in an unfactored biquadratic
expression in q' both for E parallel to 8, and E perpen-
dicular to B. Consequently, some longitudinal electric
field is always present for both orientations of E relative
to 8; thus there is no simple physical interpretation of
the resulting resonances beyond their general character
previously mentioned. However, of the two orientations,
the longitudinal 6eM is relatively weaker for I parallel
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FIG. 11.Theoretical and experimental plots of power absorption
as a function of magnetic Geld; 8 is along the bisectrix axis and E,
and H refer to the polarization of the incident microwave Geld.
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cur, =30 and ~v~=30; one such calculated curve is
shown in Fig. 13.It should be noted. that the maximum
absorption coefficient of 28&(10 ' in Fig. 13 calls for
a higher cur than the maximum absorption value of
10X10 ' in Fig. 12. The small peak at 5.25 kG in both
6gures is again identi6ed as a hole spin resonance, an
the smaller peak at 2.6 kG in Fig. 12 is identified as a
hole combination resonance.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Ke have studied microwave absorption in pure is-
muth with the magnetic 6eM 8 in the plane of the
sample along one of its crystallographic axes and with
the incident microwave E-6eld polarized either per-
pendicular or parallel to S.The conditions of the experi-
ment were such that nearly classical skin effect condi-
tions prevailed; that is, except at low fields or when-

ever the experimentally observed absorption was small,
the experimental results could be well 6tted with a
theory based on a local relationship between microwave
fieM and current.

When E is perpendicula, r to B there generally exists
within the bismuth plasma a longitudinal space-charge
6eld which shields out cyclotron resonance of individua

W &~M %0W W W M W M~SO M M M SO M W $% M +I 'r
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FIG. 12. Theoretical and experimental plots of power absorption
as a function of magnetic Geld; 8 is along the bisectrix axis and E
and II refer to the polarization of the incident microwave Ge d.

to B. All electron orbits are tilted with respect to B;
thus, there are resonances near the cyclotron fre-
quen

'
uencies resulting in a curve qualitatively simi ar to

those for B parallel to axis 1 and axis 3. For E perpen-
dicular to 8 there are two hybrid resonances (from
three distinct kinds of carriers) with a dielectric anomaly
in between; the power absorption curve is qualitative yl
similar to that of Fig. 2. The expressions for the absorp-
tion coef6cient for the bisectrix case are developed in
Appendix B.

The two cases for E perpendicular to 8 are shown in
Figs. 10 and 11.In Fig. 10 where E is parallel to axis 3,
the 6rst hybrid at 250 G is not apparent in the calcu-
lated curve and appears only if very large values of co7

are used. The structure at 2.6 kG in both curves is
believed to be the hole combinatorial resonance rnen-
tioned in the discussion of Fig. 9.

The results for E parallel to 8 are presented in Figs.
12 and 13. The two cyclotron resonance fields are at
230 G and 450 G after which there is an increase in
absorption followed by a dielectric anomaly. The low-
field peaks at 250 G in Figs. 12 and 13 are not apparent
in the calculated curves using co7..=6 and corp= 15 but
are barely discernible in the calculated curves using
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carrier and which shifts the resonant frequencies to the
electron-hole and electron-electron hybrid frequencies.
Then, the main features of the absorption are: (1) onsets
of absorption at hybrid resonance, (2) a sharp decrease
of absorption at the dielectric anomaly, and (3) an
increase of absorption with 8 at large B.

When some of the carriers are distributed among
several mass ellipsoids that yield the same cyclotron
mass but nonequivalent cyclotron orbits, the plasma
cannot completely shield out the cyclotron resonance of
such carriers. An example obtains in bismuth with B
along the trigonal axis of the crystal; the three electron
ellipsoids yield the same cyclotron mass but give ellip-
tical orbits whose major axes are inclined at 120' to
each other. I"or 8 along the binary axis, ellipsoids b and.
c yield the same cyclotron mass but equivalent orbits
and eHipsoid u gives a distinct cyclotron mass; here,
cyclotron resonance is completely shieMed out. Finally,
for 8 along th. e bisectrix axis, ellipsoids b and c again
yieM the same cyclotron mass but nonequivalent orbits
because of the tilt of the ellipsoids out of the trigonal
plane (nz4NO); the resulting cyclotron resonance is,
however, obscured by mode mixing (discussed in
Sec. V.C).

With E parallel to 8, the E field in the plasma is
mainly transverse, and cyclotron resonance absorption
of individual carriers is observed only when the planes
of the cyclotron orbits of carriers are tilted with respect
to the magnetic field. Such tilting of orbits exists in
bismuth because the electron energy ellipsoids are
tilted out of the trigonal plane. The study of cyclotron
resonance under such conditions is a sensitive measure
of those components of the effective-mass tensor which
describe the tilt.

In addition to hybrid resonances and "tilted-orbit"
cyclotron resonances, we observe singularities in the
absorption which we tentatively identify as either spin
or combination resonances. These generally appear as
a small perturbation on the general behavior of the
absorption curve, and are not analyzed in detail in
this paper.

We were able to fit theoretically the absorption at
high fields and at the singularities in the absorption
curve which we attribute either to hybrid resonance or
to "tilted-orbit" cyclotron resonance. It is a general
feature of the calculated absorption curves that the
positions of the singularities depend on the assumed
carrier masses, that the amplitudes of the various peaks
and the slopes of the absorption curves at high 8
depend on the assumed masses and carrier concentra-
tion, and that the amplitudes and the shapes of the
peaks depend on the assumed relaxation times.

Of the three parameters, masses, densities and relaxa-
tion times, it is the masses that are determined most ac-
curately in the experiment. Ke obtain best fit using the
following mass parameters: for electrons, uzi ——0.0062,
A&2= 1.30, ma= 0.017, and ns4 ———0.085; for holes,
M&=0.057, Ma=0. 77. The electron masses quoted here

are those obtained by Boyle and Brailsford" (except
for the mass m& which is smaller by about 15%), and
differ somewhat from those quoted by Gait' and by Jain
and Koenig. "The hole mass ratio 3IIr//M, agrees with
that of Gait, but the product M&M3 is smaller by about
20%. Our determination of MrMs is based on the posi-
tion of the electron-hole hybrid in Figs. 7 and 8 and is
confirmed by the position of the hole spin resonance in
Figs. 9, 12, and 13.Additional theoretical curves shown
in Figs. 6 and 7 are examples of calculations in which
hole masses of reference 1 and electron masses of refer-
ence 19 (similar to those in reference 1) were used. The
lack of agreement is well outside experimental error.

In the calculation, the amplitude of the absorption
is proportional to e 't', where e is the carrier density.
Our determination of m=2. 3&&10'r/cms is based on
fitting the absorption coefficient, A, at high fields where
classical conditions prevail; for such fitting absolute
values of 3 are necessary. As explained in Sec. IV,
absolute values of A were obtained by scaling by oP)'

zero-field measurements taken in a different experiment"
at 24 kMc/sec. This scale factor assumes that extreme
anomalous skin effect conditions prevail at zero field.
There is some doubt as to the validity of this assump-
tion. Zero-field values measured by Aubrey" at 9
kMc/sec, when scaled to 24 kMc/sec, give a value of
the absorption coeQicient which is higher than the
measured values at 24 kMc/sec. Aubrey attributes this
discrepancy to relaxation effects which would also be
important when scaling from 24 kMc/sec to 72 klVI c/sec.
If scaling by uP" gives a value of the absorption coeK-
cient which is too large, using a correct scaling factor
would lower the absolute values of A quoted here.
Therefore, a larger value of e would be necessary to fit
the data and v ould tend to bring agreement with the
value n=4. 2&&10'r/cm' as determined optically. "Our
determination of e accounted for the fact that the
incident wave was that of TROTS mode of a rectangular
waveguide rather than a plane wave in free space.

The theoretical curves in Figs. 4 and 6 through 13
are calculated with ur, =6 and ~r~= 15. The ratio ra/r,
is that used to fit low-field galvanomagnetic experi-
ments. "The magnitudes of co~. and co~g are a compro-
mise choice. We have tried both higher and lower
values of co~ and different cv7's for each distinct electron
ellipsoid. No choice of ~T's gives complete agreement
with experiment. Higher cov's give better fit to the sharp-
ness of the absorption peaks and of the onsets of
absorption. Lower co7-'s give better agreement with the
heights of the absorption peaks near the dielectric
anomalies. We surmise that the carriers in our samples
have relaxation times longer than those used in the
calculation, but that there exists near a dielectric

' W. S. Hoyle and A. D. Brailsford, Phys. Rev. 120, 1943
(1960).

~9 A. L. Jain and S. H. Koenig, Phys. Rev. 127, 442 (1962)."J.K. Aubrey, J. Phys. Chem. Solids 19, 321 (1961).
sr R. N. Zitter, Phys. Rev. 127, 1471 (1962).
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anomaly some additional damping mechanism, not
accounted for by a simple, Geld-independent relaxation
time. Such damping may originate from excitation of
plasma oscillations" or from Landau damping. " In
addition, there is lack of agreement wherever the
experimentally measured absorption is low. There, a
theory which is based on local relationship between
current and field is not adequate because the skin-
effect conditions are somewhat anomalous. Under such
circumstances the measured absorption should be
greater than that calculated; such is the case in the
data in nearly all the figures. However, when the ab-
sorption coefficient becomes large as 8 increases, the
skin depth becomes large, and the cyclotron radius
becomes small; then classical conditions prevail and
and the fit becomes very good. cVote added srb proof It.
has been proposed Dor example, see B. Lax, J. G.
Mavroides, H. J. Zeiger and R. J. Keyes, Phys. Rev.
Letters 5, 241 (1960)] that the conduction band in Bi
is not parabolic as indicated by Eq. (19) but is given by

E(1+8/E )= (5'/2mp)k n. k.

Some recent work by R. N. Brown, J. G. Mavroides,
and B. Lax (to be published) on infrared magneto-
reRection in bismuth is consistent with this model, and
they obtain values of E,=15 MeV for the band gap,
and E&=25 MeV for the Fermi energy. The previously
assumed values were E,=50 MeV and Ep=18 MeV.
Using the new values of Eg and E„one calculates the
number of carriers (electrons or holes) to be 2.4X10'r/
cm' in good agreement with our value of 2.3X10'r/cms

and Zitter's" value of 2.5X10'r/cm'.
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APPENDIX A

We wish to show how, when a high-density plasma
possesses anisotropic carriers of cyclotron mass m*,
cyclotron resonance of such carriers is shielded out for
for the extraordinary wave when the carriers are given

by a single mass tensor, but that it is not shielded out
when the carriers are distributed among two (or more)
nonequivalent mass tensors.

To prove the first contention, assume without loss
of generality that the plasma contains anisotropic
electrons whose effective mass tensor is given by

mJ D 0
m=mp 0 m2 0

0 0 m3

ss H. Frohlich and H. Pelser, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) A68,
525 (1955).

ss L. D. Landau, J. Phys. (USSR) 10, 25 (1946);J. D. Jacitson,
J. Nucl. Energy Part C, 1, 171 (1960).

and that the static magnetic Geld is along axis 3. From
the equations of motion of such electrons

m Bv/r)l= —evX&, (A2)

where in the limit of infinite relaxation time, op ne'. /——,

jm~, b='eB/jm~ —and 6=m&ms+b'. The polariza-
tion of the extraordinary wave propagating in the
x direction is given by E,/E„= —e,„/e„where a, the
dielectric coefficient of the plasma, is given in terms
of the total plasma conductivity tensor or, e= I+ex/
JG06p. In general, the polarization of the extraordinary
wave depends on all carriers, but near 6=0 it is given by

m2 b=j(~,~&~'/'

(m, ) I

(A4)
Em, i

Thus, at electron cyclotron resonance the Geld is ellipti-
cally polarized in the left-handed sense and with the
eccentricity inverse of that of the electron cyclotron
orbit. Thus, its polarization is precisely orthogonal to
that required to excite cyclotron resonance with the
consequence that the propagation constant of the
extraordinary wave exhibits no cyclotron resonance.

To prove the second contention, assume that the
anisotropic electrons of cyclotron mass m*= mp (m&ms)'~'

are distributed between the two ellipsoids m and mp,

mj 0 0
m =mp 0 m2 0

0 0 m3

m2 0 0
mp=mp 0 mg 0

0 0 m,

(AS)

The P ellipsoid can be obtained by rotating the n
ellipsoid by m/2. The cyclotron orbits of the o. and P
electrons are right-handed ellipses with eccentricities
(ratio of x to y axis) of (ms/m&)'I and (m&/ms)'I

respectively. The contribution of such electrons to the
plasma conductivity tensor is

m~+ms 2b 0
o = (o p/2A) 2b mt+ms 0— . (A6)

0 0 2A/ms

it follows that the cyclotron frequency is eB/
gamp(m&ms)'~'), so that the cyclotron mass is

m*= ms(mtms)'~s

The cyclotron orbit is an ellipse with a right-handed
sense with the eccentricity (ratio of x to y axis) given
by (m,/m, )'&'.

The contribution of such electrons to the plasma
conductivity tensor is

m2 5 0
a = (op/6) b—mt 0

0 0 6/ms
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The polarization of the extraordinary wave at 6=0 is and
again

Define

(2181+2882) b j (m1m2)

B3 622+ 633 (612621+618631)/811.

611(688 7]8k ) 813881
63A, = k=1 2.

&11&32 &12&31

(87)

(228,2882)'~2
= —2j . (A7)

(288,+2182)

At cyclotron resonance the field rotates in the left-
hand sense but is of the wrong eccentricity to be
orthogonal to either the a- or P-electron orbits. Conse-
quently, there exists a component of the field that can
excite cyclotron resonance in this case.

APPENDIX 3
When 8 is parallel to the bisectrix axis, the absorp-

tion coeKcient is derived as follows. I.et q1I„k= 1, 2, be
the two roots in the fourth quadrant of then

»= (1+»31)(1+»12)(G'1—& 2) (89)

To denote the solutions for the electric Gelds from
the cofactors of Eq. (5), three indices are required:
E,;,„will denote the 0.th component of the rejected
electric field vector where i denotes the sample axis
parallel to the incident microwave E vector and j
denotes the sample axis parallel to the incident micro-
wave H vector; either vector can be parallel to S.Then
using i= 1, 3 and j= 1, 3 owly, the solutions for the
electric field components, reQection coeKcients, E,;,
and absorption coefficients, A;;, can be expressed as
follows: Let

where

De6ne

»lb' —Bl»lb'+ Cl ——0,

Cl ——(dete) 888

Bl 311+622 (613631+828E82)/633

883(611 7fljP) 818881
k=1, 2

&12633 t13&32

(81)

(82)

(83)

(84)

&'2.*=(1/»)L —2G 1G12(» 1—» 2)l

» = I~,.l'+ I&,.l',

A;2= 1—E;2.

&,,=(2/»)( '— ),

(812)

(813)

~.2,.= (1/»)L(G;1-G, 2)(» 1»,2-1)
—(Gjl+G 2) (» 1

—»,2)l, (81o)

Also, let g3~, k=1, 2, be the two roots in the fourth
quadrant of

&.;..= (1/D, )L(G; -G,.)(.;";.—1)
+ (G;1+G.2) (»;1—»;2)j; (815)

where
93k B893k +C8=0)

C3 ——(det8)/8„

(85)

(86)

&21= I&»,.I2+ I&21,.12,

A 2;
——1—R2, .

(816)

(817)


